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GENERAL PAPER LAYOUT
When non-standard page sizing or margins are used in a final .pdf, the text will be adjusted to fit production
requirements. This may cause situations such as text to be cut off or is re-sized too small to be clearly legible.
Issues that arise when not using standard page sizing:
A5 sizing
Text will be shrunk to fit and sometimes is cut off in production
Single column
Paper is pulled from production because this causes errors in processing.
Text runs into margin (text will be shrunk or simply cut off during production)
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The easiest way to format the paper with the correct margins is to use the templates and avoid any overflow into
margins.
Papers must be submitted in PDF only.
You will not have an opportunity to preview any changes nor submit
revisions to a final .pdf.
8 ½” x 11” rather than A5 layout
Margins are .5 inches
Use provided templates
No text overflow into margins
All regular text is 10pt font
Conference paper is two columns
No highlights or colored text

MULTIPLE AFFILIATION LISTINGS AND FOOTNOTES
While the above general format is simple, authors often use somewhat more complicated formats to indicate that
an author is affiliated with more than one organization.
When this is done, verification staff will use only the affiliation that appears first on the final paper.

Occasionally, an author is asked to include a footnote at the bottom of the first page to clarify an affiliation
discrepancy between the author account and the final paper. This should be entered in the footnote.
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LISTING THE PARENT ORGANIZATION
When authors list departments or institutes that are subsidiary their primary affiliation in the author section below
the title, staff will enter only the parent organization in verification. If it is unclear as to which name refers to the
parent organization, staff will refer to the author account.
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
When authors abbreviate basic words like “University” in the author account or on the final paper, staff will spell
the name fully in the verification listing.
Univ. of Engineering Science

University of Engineering Science
Authors often use acronyms in the author account and/or on the final paper. It is preferred to use full words for
clarity, but staff will match whatever listing is on the paper.
NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE AFFILIATION LISTINGS
Sometimes authors will list their primary affiliation in English in the account but list it in their country’s official
language on the final paper.
It is acceptable to list an affiliation in English or in the country’s official language.
Staff may make changes to the wording if there are differences between authors on the same submission.
CITY, STATE AND CITY, COUNTRY LISTINGS
A City, Country or City, State (US) listing must be included for each author affiliation listed on the final
paper.
Please refer to the table below for some additional details on the preferred formatting of city, state, and country
listings:
US Listings (City, State)

Format

Do not include USA

Lincoln, NE, USA

State listings are required

Wichita, USA

All State listings in verification carry the standard
abbreviation

Lincoln, NE
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Washington, District of Columbia

List as Washington, DC (no periods. no spaces
between letters)

Military bases and institutions can be used as city
listings on the final paper. Abbreviations are
acceptable.

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH
WPAFB, OH
U.S. Air Force Academy, OH

Canadian Listings (City, Province, Country)

Format

All Canadian listings must be in City, Abbreviated
Province, Country format

London, Ontario, Canada → London, ON, Canada

Latin American Listings (City, Country)

Format

Do not include province

Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil
Zapopan, Jalisco, México

European Listings (City, Country)

Format

Do not include province in verification

Bilbao, Vizcaya, Spain

The Netherlands

List as Netherlands

Australian and New Zealand Listings (City, Country)

Format

Do not include province

Campbell, ACT, Australia

Asian Listings (City, Country)

Format

Do not include province

Hyderabad, Telangana, India
Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan

United Arab Emirates

List as UAE (no periods. no spaces between letters)

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

List as Saudi Arabia

Peoples Republic of China

List as China (Mainland)

South Korea, Korea, North Korea

List as Korea
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Republic of Korea

List as Korea

Singapore (alone)

Use Singapore

African Listings (City, Country)

Format

Do not include province

Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa

Republic of South Africa

List as South Africa

Congo

List as South Africa

Republic of the Sudan, North Sudan

List as Sudan

GENERAL TEXT
The body of the paper should be in Times New Roman size 10, right-justified, single-spaced, and in two columns.
The margins should be .5 inches.
Section headers should be in Arial size 10, bold, and uppercase.

ABSTRACT
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The abstract should be about 200-400 words and listed in two column format the same as the general text sections.
An abstract can be listed in italics, but this is not required.
DO NOT use special characters, symbols, or footnotes in your abstract.
Keywords can be added in the abstract section at the end but are not required.
NOMENCLATURE
The nomenclature should be in Times New Roman size 10, justified, single-spaced, and in two column formats.
Be sure to optimize text and check symbols in Nomenclature

Before you submit your final PDF, please make sure to embed the fonts in the PDF. Embedding fonts
ensures all font information used to make your document look the way it does is stored in the PDF file.

For instructions on how to embed a .pdf file please view: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er_YlkoDB7g

Tables and Figures (graphics)
Using the proper dimensions for tables and figures will prevent them from interfering with gutter space (between
the columns) and side margins.
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7 1/2 in. - to fit across the top of the page (span two columns)
9 x 7 1/2 in. (L x W) - to fit the entire page (top to bottom)
6 1/2 in. x 81/2 in. (L x W) - across the entire page sideways (avoid when possible)

All figures should be numbered consecutively and have a caption consisting of a brief title or description of the
figure.
The number used to identify the figure should be used to refer to the figure throughout the text (ex. Fig.
2).
When the figure reference begins a sentence, the figure should be spelled out (ex. Figure 2).
All tables should be numbered consecutively and have a caption consisting of a brief title or description of the
table.

Graphics are sized to fit the width of the column.
Font inside graphics is viewable.
Lines in graphics appear (anything smaller than 1px may not appear correctly)
Figures do not interfere with the side or center margins.
Graphics are not surrounded by wrapped text. They stand on their own within the column.
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Graphics and/or tables are not broken over two columns or two pages.

Equations and use of SI Units.
Authors are encouraged to include SI units of measurement in all papers.
When U.S. customary units are given preference, the SI equivalent should be provided in parentheses or
in a supplementary table.
When preference is given to SI units, the U.S. customary units should be provided in parentheses or in a
supplementary table.

Equations should be centered and numbered (1), (2), (3) and so on, with the number flush right in the column and
a space before and after the equation.
Equations are numbered correctly.
Equations are sized to fit the width of the column.
Equation characters and symbols are pasted clearly and correctly.
All corrupt font is addressed and appears correctly, not as open squares.
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No optimization errors occur in equations due to unrecognized symbols.
NO changes are permitted to equations, even if a mathematical error is discovered later.

Before you submit your final PDF, please make sure to embed the fonts in the PDF. Embedding
fonts ensures all font information used to make your document look the way it does is stored in the PDF file.
For instructions on how to embed a .pdf file please view: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er_YlkoDB7g
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The acknowledgements are formatted the same as the body of the paper.
Text should be Times New Roman size 10, justified, single-spaced, and in two columns.
The margins should be .5 inches.

Acknowledgements are not required, but when used appear after the conclusion, but before references.
Sometimes this area is used to identify authors or agencies who contributed to the research but were not listed
formally.
REFERENCES
Within the text, references should be cited numerically in the order of their appearance.
The numbered reference citation should be enclosed in brackets.
In the case of two citations within one sentence, the numbers should be separated by a comma [1,2]. In
the case of more than two reference citations, the numbers should be separated by a dash [5-7].
References to original sources for cited material should be listed numerically together at the end of the
paper in order of their appearance in the text. Do not reference footnotes.
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The reference section is incorporated into the 2-column format shown in the template.
Citations are formatted in Chicago Style

REFERENCING CONFERENCE PAPERS
Last name, First Name. ”Paper Title.” Conference Proceedings Title. Paper#, pp. Conference City, State,
Conference Dates, Year, DOI. _Abstract URL_
Example
[4] Willson, Thready Z. and Carpenter, Dink D. “Structural Influences of Erosion based on Experimental Bracket
Structure and Placement.” Proceedings of ASME IDETC/CIE. DETC2001-12344: pp. 332-338. Los Angeles, CA,
August 5-9, 2001. DOI_________.______abstract URL http://_____________.
The author’s first and last names must be spelled fully and separated by a comma. Avoid using an initial to
represent a first or last name.
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Punctuate the name listing with a period. Last name, First name.
If there are two authors, separate their name with “and.” If there are more than two authors, use series
commas and set the last name off with “and.”
Paper titles must be enclosed in quotation marks.
The article title is punctuated with a period that is contained within the quotation marks
The name of the conference should be spelled fully in ITALICS. Punctuate with a period
List the acronym/paper number immediately followed by a colon.
List the hyphenated page numbers using the abbreviation pp. Punctuate with a period.
Immediately following the period after hyphenated page numbers, list the conference location
(City, State abbreviation or country) set off with a comma, followed by the fully spelled month and
hyphenated dates of when the conference took place. Set hyphenated dates off with a comma and
conclude with the year. Punctuate with a period.
If found in the ASME digital collection, using the acronym DOI, include the full DOI number. Punctuate
with a period.
Following the DOI number, please include the URL to the abstract page (if accessible online). Punctuate
with a period.

CONFERENCE HEADER
The conference details are updated by staff, do not worry about adding the correct specifics but please leave 5
lines of space before your paper title for this information.
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PAPER NUMBER
The conference prefix is specific to the conference and year of your submission.
The paper number is specific to your paper. This is typically 5 digits but will be updated by staff if the incorrect
paper number is supplied on a final .pdf.

Text for conference name and paper number
is Arial size 16 font
Listed below the conference header
Provides the full paper number
Right aligned
Text is black
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TITLE
The title on the final .pdf is what will be used, even if a different title was entered into the system at the
time of submission.
This may also include any typos in the title that were listed on the final .pdf.
Submitting authors are responsible to check papers carefully before submitting a final .pdf. You will not be
able to revise your paper, even if you later discover errors.

Text is Arial size 11
Subtitles are set off with colon
Leave 5-6 lines of space from top of page for
header and conference number
Title has no spelling errors
First word of title is capitalized
All names and proper nouns are capitalized
Acronyms are capitalized

AUTHOR NAMES
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Author order is determined at abstract submission, but staff will follow the author order as listed on the final .pdf.
Notify copyright@asme.org if you need to change the author order prior to submitting a final .pdf.
Co-authors must verify the contact information at the abstract submission
stage, all details in indexed sites will match what was approved by co-authors.

Text is Arial size 11
Authors with same affiliation can be listed
together.
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Affiliations should use the same format
(abbreviations, punctuation and spelled out
words)
When authors are grouped together the
author order is read from top to bottom
When authors are listed next to one another,
the author order is read from left to right
NOTE:
The author view that contains the copyright pending list is NOT reflective of the author order in our system.
AUTHOR INCONSISTENCIES
Your paper will be marked “non-publishable” if the authors listed in the system are not consistent with what is
listed on the final .pdf. When available, author details will be applied to the system using SSO profiles.
It is a good idea to ensure your paper meets publication by ensuring the following common author inconsistencies
are addressed as early as possible:
All authors in system are listed on the final .pdf
NO additional author is listed on final .pdf
Paper will be marked “non-publishable”
NO author in system is removed from final .pdf
Paper will be marked “non-publishable”
Authors names are spelled exactly as listed in the system
A new copyright agreement signature will be required if
changes are made to author names
Authors names on .pdf are exactly as listed in system
(including middle initials and punctuation)
Author names are listed on .pdf as the authors would like
them displayed on publication sites.
Author name and initials used are consistent across other
submissions by the same author

ADJUSTING AUTHOR ORDER
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When a paper is submitted ,you will not be able to make any changes to the order of authors that are listed in our
system.
Sometimes we are asked about the order authors are listed in the actions needed screen, but this screen lists the
authors in alphabetical order and is not reflective of the order that authors will appear.
In cases where author changes to the author order are necessary, you will need to contact copyright@asme.org to
ask ASME staff to open the system for you to make the necessary adjustments.
The system won’t be opened for you to make changes if any of the following conditions apply:
The deadline for submitting a final .pdf has passed.
You’ve already submitted a final .pdf and the order in the system matches the order on your final .pdf.
Only the author who entered the submission will be able to make these types of edits. The lead author will need to
log in using the link provided when the link is opened for changes. This link will only work to make changes one
time and is usually scheduled to close automatically at an established date.
Go to your completed submission and click “edit”.
Go to “Authors” link at the top of the page.

If it is not selected already select the “Questions” tab.

Use the arrows to the left of each author entry to drag and drop the authors until they are listed in the order they
will be listed on your final .pdf.

Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click “Save”. This will update the author order.
AFFILIATIONS
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Staff will only use the first affiliation for authors with more than one listed affiliation, so list the authors
primary affiliation first.
Use only parent affiliations as the name of organization in line 3
DO NOT use department names as part of the affiliation
Arial size 10.
Authors with the same affiliation can be identified by subscript numbering (see example below).

Authors can also be listed individually (see example below)

Affiliation listings will not change the author order.
Affiliation changes will impact copyright agreements if changed. Please notify copyright@asme.org if you
need to change the author affiliation prior to submitting a final .pdf.
We will use the full name of affiliations whenever this is possible, but if only acronyms are provided then
this is the information that will be provided on the indexed sites.
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Match the spelling for the same affiliations for authors from the same agency (including initials and
symbols)
Please notify copyright@asme.org if any misspelling is in the submission system so this can be addressed
prior to copyright agreements being sent for signature
The contact author can list his/her email address in a footnote at the bottom left of the first page
When information in system provided by author does not match .pdf we will default to the information on
author Single Sign on (SSO) accounts.
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